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1. List of tide gauge sites
According to the new project the Russian GLOSS tide gauge network consists of 19
stations, which are located on the coast and islands of 10 seas and the Pacific Ocean, and 2
Antarctic stations working occasionally (Tab. 1).
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List of the proposed Russian GLOSS- network
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Roshydromet regional bodies gave the information on working stations and
possibility of closed sites reinstallation. Now Roshydromet is making efforts to replace closed
station sites.

2. An overview of the data availability
Russia has already sent monthly mean sea level data on 5 stations from this list
(Murmansk, Barentsburg, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, Nagaevo Bay, Tuapse) and will
keep on doing it. If the Russian Antarctic Expedition considers the data obtained since 2002
of reliable quality it may be given to international data exchange. Stations Mirny and
Progress will continue sending data after tide gauge performance check is finished. Two
stations in the Baltic Sea (Kronstadt and Baltiysk) will be available this year. A permission
to give the data from several stations into the data exchange has been obtained and this
information (monthly sea level values) seems to be available very soon. For some other
stations A permit now is processing in Roshydromet. It is necessary to replace tide gauges and
to repair shafts (sometimes to construct a new one) at some stations. These actions are
planned for the next few years.

3. Maps of Tide Gauge Network
Locations of Russian GLOSS tide gauges are shown on figures 1-8.

Fig.1. Kronstadt and Baltiysk

Fig. 2. Barentsburg, Murmansk and Malye Karmakuly

Fig. 3. Amderma, Dikson and Theluskin Gape

Fig. 4.Tiksy and Shalaurova Cape

Fig.5. Pevek and Wrangel Island

Fig.6. Anadyr, Lavrova Bay, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky and Nagaevo Bay

Fig 7. Nakhodka and Yuzhno-Kurilsk

Fig. 8. Tuapse

4. An overview of the gauge technology employed in the network
All Russian station transferring information into the international data exchange are
equipped with floating gauges. Now digital floating gauges are installed only in Kronstadt and
Baltiysk.

5. An overview of the GPS etc technology in the network
Unfortunately, no one sea level station in Russia has a tide gauge along with GPSreceiver.

6. Web, email etc. addresses of data banks and of sources of further
information
National Center of Oceanographic Data (NODC of Russia) under All-Russian
Research Institute for Hydrometeorological Information - World Data Centre (ARRIHIWDC).

Address:6, Korolev str., Obninsk, Kaluga region, 249035, Russia
Nicolay N. Mikhailov – The Head of NODC of Russia
Tel. +7 (08439) 74907
Fax +7 (095) 2552225
E-mail: nodc@meteo.ru
http://www.oceaninfo.ru

The Hydrometeorological Scientific Research Centre of Russian Federation
(HYDROMETCENTRE of Russia).
Address: 11-13, B. Predtechensky per., Moscow, 123242, Russia
Tel.: +7 (095) 252-34-48
Fax: +7 (095) 255-15-82
Roman M. Vilfand — Director
e-mail: vilfand@rhmc.mecom.ru
http://hmc.hydromet.ru/english

GLOSS in Russia is based upon the observational network of the Federal Service for
Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring (Roshydromet). Data observed by
Roshydromet regional bodies is sent to the All-Russian Research Institute for
Hydrometeorological Information - World Data Centre (ARRIHI-WDC) in Obninsk for
cataloguing and archiving. ARRIHI-WDC forwards monthly and annual mean sea level
values of Russian GLOSS stations to PSMSL and to the Specialized IGOSS Sea Level Centre
in Pacific (Honolulu).
Since 2002 at stations Mirny and Progress Russian Antarctic Expedition has been
taking sea level measurements using gauges produced in Russia and based on a hydrostatic
principle. If the Russian Antarctic Expedition staff is able to maintain sea level observations
in the future and to provide their quality, the information from these stations will come into
the international data exchange.
Till now Roshydromet has not given a permit to transfer the data from these stations
to the international data exchange.

Quality of observations
The heights of all Russian sea level sites are determined relatively major and auxiliary
geodetic marks. All the marks except those located on islands are levelled to the unified
national geodetic reference system with its basic landmark - zero datum of the tide-gauge in
Kronstadt. The level measurement accuracy at 5 Russian GLOSS stations meets GLOSS
requirements. Sea level errors do not exceed 1-2 cm, and the timing error is less than 1
minute. Murmansk, Barentsburg, Nagaevo Bay, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky and Tuapse
stations belong to the PSMSL category 1.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of regular routine observations is a little worse, and there
are considerable time shifts between observations. At some stations tide gauges were
damaged or lacking, and observation are made by measuring rods.
We have to confess that for the past several years quality of metocean observations
has become worse, which is related to general reduction of the observational network,
financial strait, staff shortages at observing sites. These difficulties are most pronounced at
many remotely located stations.
It should be noted, providing operability assurance of stations functioning according
to the GLOSS requirements Roshydromet experiences difficulties the same as maintaining
stations from its network.

